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Abstract
This paper describes improvements to the existing LIMSI Ger-
man broadcast news transcription system, especially its exten-
sion from a 65k vocabulary to 300k words. Automatic speech
recognition for German is more problematic than for a language
such as English in that the inflectional morphology of German
and its highly generative process of compounding lead to many
more out of vocabulary words for a given vocabulary size. Ex-
periments undertaken to tackle this problem and reduce the tran-
scription error rate include bringing the language models up to
date, improved pronunciation models, semi-automatically con-
structed pronunciation lexicons and increasing the size of the
system’s vocabulary.

1. Introduction
This paper reports on ongoing developments to the LIMSI Ger-
man broadcast news (BN) transcription system in the context of
the LE-4 OLIVE project [4]. The LIMSI BN transcription sys-
tem [5] consists of an audio partitioner and a speech recognizer.
From the audio flux, non-speech segments such as music are
rejected and homogenous speech segments are identified using
an iterative Viterbi segmentation/clustering procedure based on
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs). The speech segments are
then labelled for gender and bandwidth. The speech recognizer
makes use of continuous density Hidden Markov Models (CD-
HMMs) with Gaussian mixture for acoustic modelling and 4-
gram backoff language models (LM). Word recognition is per-
formed in multiple passes where current hypothese are used for
cluster based acoustic model adapation prior to the next decod-
ing pass. A more thorough description can be found in [6].

The word error rate (WER) for German broadcast news
transcription is generally less impressive than for English. The
reason is that German is a highly inflected language. German
also has a highly generative compounding process where words
(defined as sequences of characters delimited by whitespace)
are concatenated to form longer word compounds. The com-
pounding process provides a theoretical infinite upper bound
to the size of the vocabulary of German. For example, a rela-
tively new English compound nominal the speech recognition
problem becomes das Spracherkennungsproblem in German.
Both these phenomena lead to a much higher out of vocabulary
(OOV) rate than English for a given vocabulary size.

Previous attempts to maximize lexical coverage of a highly
inflected and generative language such as German include dy-
namic adaptive vocabularies [8] and morphological decompo-
sition [7] [9]. The LIMSI German system does make use of
morphological decomposition, but only to break down the mor-
pheme boundaries of compounds for more successful applica-
tion of the grapheme to phoneme rules in pronunciation lexicon
construction [1]. This paper aims to tackle the OOV problem
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liner Tageszeitung 1986-99 147M words
Welt 1996-98 20M words
au Courier 1992-93 7.4M words

nkfurter Rundschau 1992-93 34.3M words
I Nachrichten 1990-91 0.2 M words
nce France Press 1994-96 36.2M words
ociated Press Worldstream 1993-96 40.5 M words
tsche Presse Agentur 1993-96 28.8M words

TE transcripts 1994-98 210K words
al 315M words

Table 1: Training Material

ords 20k 60k 100k 200k 500k 1000k
V (%) 11.5 6.1 4.4 2.7 1.3 0.7

2: OOV rates for n most frequent words over training data

prove word recognition by updating the LMs with more
t audio transcriptions (section 2), improving the pronunci-
lexica and pronunciation models (section 3) and increas-
e size of the vocabulary of the LMs (section 4).

2. Updating the Language Models
erman newspaper, newswire and audio broadcast news

riptions used to train the LM in the OLIVE project are
nted in Table 1. They total approximately 315M words.
udio transcripts from ARTE comprise approximately 11
of news broadcasts and 22 hours of documentaries. Ta-

shows the OOV rate of the n most frequent words over the
ng data from 20k to 1M words. The OOV rate for German
her than that of English, which tends to reach a lexical
age of over 99% when using a vocabulary of 65k words.
OV rate for German is usually about 5% when using an

ocabulary of 65k words.
ince there are no newspaper/newswire training material
rior to 1999 and no audio transcriptions available beyond
new and more recent transcriptions were sought to bring

LIVE LM up to date. In the absence of new manually tran-
d audio data, summaries of transcriptions of news broad-
were downloaded from the Tagesschau archived news

ite (http://www.tagesschau.de). After cleaning and nor-
ation, approximately 1.5M words, representing approxi-
y 140 hours, were obtained, representing news broadcasts
the period May 2001 to January 2002. However, as sum-
s they more closely represent written rather than spoken
age and are not ’true’ transcriptions.



LM WER (%) OOV (%) PPX
Olive 65k 22.1 (20.0) 3.9 612
Olive+Tagesschau 65k 20.0 (18.2) 3.3 500
Olive+Tagesschau 300k 18.9 (17.6) 1.7 466

Table 3: WER, OOV and perplexity for 3 LMs

A new interpolated LM with a vocabulary of 65k words was
constructed using the training data in Table 1 and the new data
from Tagesschau (Olive+Tagesschau). An additional LM was
constructed using the same training material but with a vocab-
ulary of 300k words in order to determine whether increasing
the vocabulary size improves performance. Also, a new method
of establishing the LM vocabulary was developed. Previously,
the n most frequent words from the newspaper/newswire train-
ing data were combined with the m most frequent words in the
audio transcriptions above a certain frequency threshold. The
threshold is varied in order to minimise the OOV rate over an
independent development text of the genre of the expected test
conditions. A new approach was developped by merging the
most probable words from both the newspaper/newsire genre of
training data and the audio transcriptions. The OOV rate over
the development text is minimised by applying a weight to both
of these lists. In the same way, it is also possible to weight and
merge word lists from various time periods.

The recognizer was tested on 6 news broadcast shows from
Tagesschau, independent of and posterior to the training data in
Table 1 and the Tagesschau training data, comprising the pe-
riod April to May 2002. The six shows total approximately 100
minutes. The non-weighted average WER, OOV and perplexity
of all six shows, tested with each of the three LMs, are shown
in Table 3. Perplexity was measured with respect to a theoret-
ically infinite vocabulary of 100M words, using the method in
[3]. The WER, OOV and perplexity of the Olive+Tagesschau
65k model are lower than that of the Olive 65k model (absolute
gain of 2.1% in WER). The improved result may be on account
of the proximity, in terms of time period and genre, between
the Tagesschau training and test data. The lowest WER (and
OOV and perplexity) was produced when using the 300k LM
(absolute gain of 3.2% over the Olive 65k model), indicating
the importance of increasing the size of a LM vocabulary.

The WER given in parentheses indicates the use of a rewrite
file in scoring that normalises errors caused by the incorrect
transcription of compound nouns. For example, if Tourismus-
minister were (erroneously) transcribed as Tourismus Minister,
it is scored as correct as opposed to an insertion plus substitu-
tion. This is carried out for two reasons. First, errors of this
nature are less ‘serious’ but also it indicates how important it
would be to tackle the problem of compounds in German.

3. Acoustic Modelling
The German BN transcription system makes use of CD-HMMs
with Gaussian mixture for acoustic modelling. They were
trained on 24 hours of audio data from ARTE. The number of
triphone contexts remained the same as for the OLIVE system,
where models of approximately 5k phone contexts, 16 Gaus-
sians in the first decoding pass and 11k phone contexts for the
second and third passes with 16 and 32 Gaussians respectively
were used. No gender-specific and no telephone bandwidth
models were created. Varying the sizes of the acoustic models
in terms of phone contexts brought no appreciable gain.
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4: The 49 German phones (�) including syllabic
L]/. Glottal stop has been discarded.

Pronunciation Modelling

of 46 and 49 phones were used for German. The set of
ones is given in Table 4, where for each phone, an ex-
of its occurence in a German word is given. The phone

cludes three special phones for breath, silence and filler
. The difference between the set of 46 and 49 phones
addition of the three syllabic phones /[NML]/. They

sed as an alternative to /schwa-vowel+[nml]/ in the case
rpheme-final unstressed syllables. For example, the pro-
ation of haben which is normally /habXn/ would become
/. HMMs are not particularly good at modelling duration,
sing one model as opposed to two halves the minimum

ion required. Therefore, the 3 pronunciation variants were
ned in order to produce shorter and better adapted pronun-
n models. Building on the study undertaken in [2], exper-
s were undertaken to observe the effect on the WER when
ing /NML/ as pronunciation variants in the lexicon.

Pronunciation Lexicons

ronunciation lexicons are derived from a grapheme-to-
me converter developed at LIMSI to provide full or
ical pronunciations. It is a PERL script including approx-
ly 350 rules for standard German words, most common
tions, foreign words and acronyms. Automatic creation

onunciations is important given the potential size of the
ulary (300k words here). However, it is possible to inter-
manually in the process of lexicon creation. Manual ver-
on of the � most frequent words in the training texts was
d out in order to either resolve errors in the grapheme-to-
me converter or to add pronunciation variants.
ne source of errors arise from grapheme-to-phoneme am-

ties such as st � /St/ or /st/. If no morphological de-
osition is applied, a word such as Morgenstunde is tran-
d as /mORgNstUndX/ as opposed to its correct pronun-
n /mORgNStUndX/. Further ambiguities arise from let-
quences such as ge � /ge/ or /gX/. Another problem
rns reduction where very frequently occurring words and
sequences, in particular frequently occurring long words,



LM 46 auto 46 semi 49 auto 49 semi
Olive 65k 24.0 22.3 24.7 22.1
Olive+Tagesschau 65k 21.1 20.3 21.7 20.0
Olive+Tagesschau 300k 19.9 18.9 19.9 18.9

Table 5: auto and semi-auto lexicons, 46 & 49 phones

are shortened due to poor or loose articulation (words in Ger-
man are longer on average than in English). In severe cases,
a speaker may omit an unstressed syllable completely. In this
case, alternative reduced pronunciations are required. For ex-
ample, a frequent word such as gehen, whose pronunciation be-
comes /geXn/ as a result of the grapheme to phoneme converter,
is more often found as /gen/ in real speech. Long words, partic-
ularly numbers and dates, are problematic where, for example,
neunundneunzig (/ncnUntncntsIJ/) may be reduced to /ncncn-
sIJ/. Frequent word sequences such as haben wir (/habXn vi4/)
are often reduced to /ham vX/ or even /ham X/.

Therefore, two types of pronunciation lexicon are avail-
able: a lexicon created automatically using only the grapheme
to phoneme rules and a semi-automatic lexicon created using
the same grapheme to phoneme converter plus a degree of man-
ual intervention as outlined above. This enables us to study the
impact of manual intervention on the WER. Also available are
two different phone sets for German: one containing 46 phones
and the other containing 49, the difference between them being
the addition of the pronunciation variants /NML/. This enables
us to make a 4-way comparison using an automatic lexicon us-
ing 46 phones, an automatic lexicon using 49 phones, a semi-
automatic lexicon using 46 phones and a semi-automatic lexi-
con using 49 phones. Four new sets of acoustic models were
trained corresponding to the the phone set and lexicon produc-
tion method (automatic or semi-automatic). The size of the
acoustic models was kept at approximately the same size as the
previous models. The same test data from Tagesschau was also
used. The WER for each confugration is given in Table 5.

Table 5 shows that an absolute gain of between 0.8% and
2.6% can be achieved by using a semi-automatic as opposed
to an automatic lexicon when using the 65k LMs. However,
when comparing the WER between equivalent lexicons created
using 46 or 49 phones, the situation is less clear. When us-
ing automatic lexicons, a lower WER is observed using 46 as
opposed to 49 phones. However, when using semi-automatic
lexicons, an absolute gain in WER of between 0.2% and 0.3%
is observed when using 49 phones as opposed to 46 phones.
In any case, when using the 65k models, the lowest WER was
achieved using a semi-automatic lexicon with a set of 49 phones
(Olive+Tagesschau LM). When a 300k LM is used, there is no
difference in WER when either 46 or 49 phones are used. Vo-
cabulary size appears to be the more important factor. How-
ever, there is still an absolute gain of 1.0% when using a semi-
automatic as opposed to automatic lexicon. Therefore, in con-
clusion, a semi-automatic lexicon would appear to perform bet-
ter than an automatic lexicon, but the the set of 49 phones im-
proves performance only for “smaller” vocabularies.

4. Increasing LM Vocabulary Size

Given that the lowest WER in the experiments in section 2
was observed with a LM of 300k words, it was logical to con-
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Figure 1: LM vocabulary size vs. performance

WER OOV PPX Speed
20k 26.1 (24.2) 6.9 701 7.25xRT
40k 22.0 (20.1) 4.5 558 7.52xRT
60k 20.4 (18.7) 3.5 514 7.88xRT
80k 19.7 (18.1) 2.8 489 7.86xRT
100k 19.5 (18.0) 2.6 478 8.00xRT
200k 18.7 (17.3) 1.8 456 8.50xRT
300k 18.5 (17.2) 1.4 444 8.93xRT
400k 18.3 (17.0) 1.2 441 9.41xRT
500k 18.3 (17.0) 1.1 440 9.87xRT

Table 6: Performance of LMs (20-500k words)

increasing vocabulary further in order to establish the re-
ship between LM vocabulary size and performance. LMs
vocabularies ranging from 20k to 500k words were built
the training data outlined in Table 1 and the Tagesschau
ription summaries. Semi-automatic pronunciation lexica
on a 49 phone set were used. The same 6 Tagesschau

s formed the test data. The size of the acoustic models re-
d constant at 5k phone contexts, 16 gaussians, in the first
ing pass and 11k phone contexts in the second and third
s with 16 and 32 gaussians respectively. Table 6 shows
erage non-weighted WER, OOV and perplexity of all 6
schau shows for each of the LMs. The WER in brack-
dicates the use of a compound normalisation rewrite file
ring. The recognizer speed is also included. The table
y shows that WER, OOV and perplexity drop as the LM
ulary size increases, decoding time increases, but remains
he 10xRT limit.
igure 1 shows that the average performance (100 - WER)
German LM improves as the size of its vocabulary in-
es, but levels off after a certain point and does not degrade.
ng from a 400k to 500k word vocabulary has no effect
e WER. The curve at the top of the graph indicates the
rmance if the problem of compounds were solved using
write file discussed above. This curve corresponds to the
scores in parentheses in Table 6.
he graph in Figure 2 shows how the perplexity of a Ger-
M drops as the vocabulary size increases. Furthermore,
rplexity begins to level off after a certain size. Addition
ther training material has little or no effect.

he OOV rate also drops as the vocabulary size increases,
ing off after a certain point (see Figure 3). However, even
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Figure 2: LM vocabulary size vs. perplexity

at 500k words, the OOV rate (0.9%) still remains above that
reported for U.S. English using a 65k vocabulary.
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Figure 3: LM vocabulary size vs. OOV rate

As outlined in Table 6, the speed of the decoder increases as
the size of the vocabulary of the LMs increases (see Figure 4).
The relationship appears to be linear.
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Figure 4: LM vocabulary size vs. decoding speed

The graph in Figure 5 shows the (more or less) linear re-
lationship between the OOV rate and the WER, indicating the
need to address the high OOV rate of German.
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Figure 5: OOV rate vs. WER

5. Conclusion
paper presents improvements to our German BN system,
ed by adding more recent training date for language mod-
, by vocabulary increase and manual pronunciation vari-
or reductions on frequent words. Adding the more recent
words from the Tagesschau web archives to the older 315
training corpus highlights the importance of time and

related training material resulting in a 2-3% absolute re-
n in word error rate. The gain achieved by extending the
ulary size from 65k to 300k items represent another 1-
absolute reduction. Manually added pronunciation vari-
ccount for another 1% absolute word error reduction as
ared to completely automatic pronunciation lexica.
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